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Art Gallery Wikidata project (spring 2020)
April 2021: all 6884 works had items in Wikidata
September 2022: images of 1300 public domain works in Wikimedia Commons

https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:WikiProject_Vanderbilt_Fine_Arts_Gallery

https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:WikiProject_Vanderbilt_Fine_Arts_Gallery


"Prints" are the largest category of work in 
the Vanderbilt Art Gallery



"Print": poster or art print?

"An Idyll", 1905, print by Charles Haslewood 
Shannon. Vanderbilt Art Gallery 2003.022

"This Device on Hat or Helmet Means U.S. 
Marines", 1918, print by Charles Buckles Falls. 
Vanderbilt Art Gallery 1979.1218P 



OCR as a potential method to split prints



Experiments with Keras OCR - 2021

Extremely simple Python script.
Generally poor performance with atypical fonts.
Detected text given as individual tokens (words) with coordinates.



Project proposal by 
Aiden Layer in 2021

Suggested using Google Vision AI and Clarafai to 
detect and tag objects depicted in Vanderbilt Art 
Gallery works.



Google Cloud Vision AI online console
https://cloud.google.com/vision/

https://cloud.google.com/vision/


Automation: JSON to request and for response

entire text

position of each word



Python script to automate process

1. Generate image at suitable size and format
2. Upload images to Google Cloud bucket
3. Loop through the list of images and analyze
4. Extract data from results

https://github.com/HeardLibrary/linked-data/tree/master/image_analysis

https://github.com/HeardLibrary/linked-data/tree/master/image_analysis


1. Generating images at suitable size and 
format using IIIF image request

From https://iiif.io/api/image/2.1/

Used JPEG images 1000 pixels on longest dimension.

https://iiif.io/api/image/2.1/


2. Upload images to Google Cloud bucket 
Note: direct URL access required too much work to prepare metadata.
Need to create a Google Cloud account at cloud.google.com . Bucket access must be public.



3. Analyze images using API

• Need to create a project and get an access key
• There is a Python client library (google-cloud-vision) that handles API 

interactions. Code examples were helpful.
• Used the JSON request examples from the online console to figure 

out how to send the request.
• Used the JSON response examples to figure out how to extract the 

returned text data

For reference, see https://cloud.google.com/vision/docs/detect-labels-image-client-libraries
Script at https://github.com/HeardLibrary/linked-data/blob/master/image_analysis/google_cloud_vision/google_cloud_vision.ipynb

https://cloud.google.com/vision/docs/detect-labels-image-client-libraries
https://github.com/HeardLibrary/linked-data/blob/master/image_analysis/google_cloud_vision/google_cloud_vision.ipynb


4. Extract data
Script turns JSON to CSV spreadsheet
Data consist of text (all and individual words) and position within image.
Output includes language detection.
Example data at https://github.com/HeardLibrary/linked-data/blob/master/image_analysis/google_cloud_vision/text_detection.csv

https://github.com/HeardLibrary/linked-data/blob/master/image_analysis/google_cloud_vision/text_detection.csv


Results



Cost

• First thousand images per month are free.
• I paid $3.84 to do the remaining 500 or so.



What's next?

• Expose text on Wikidata (as "inscription", P1684 ?)
• Use detected language (along with label language detection) to add 

non-English titles to Wikidata
• Differentiate between posters and other works with text captions. 



Poster text or caption?

"This Device on Hat or Helmet Means U.S. 
Marines". 1918. Print by Charles Buckles Falls. 
Vanderbilt Art Gallery 1979.1218P 

"Barone Vincenzio Mistrali di 
Parma". 1827. Print by 
Giuseppe Galli. Vanderbilt Art 
Gallery  1971.025

"Le danger de manger, from 
Album du Siége". 1871. Print by 
Honoré Daumier and Cham. 
Vanderbilt Art Gallery 1999.172t


